
WEEKPLANS : USER MANUAL

Dear students

Now that physical distancing was prolonged, I hope that you and your loved ones are as fine as 
possible under the currant circumstances.

As we can probably all use some kind of distraction, brain food and connection, I have thought of 
some tasks that are managable from home, without direct instructions. If you do have questions 
anyways, don’t hestitate to contact me via fuka.igs-kathi@gmx.de or fuka@igs-kathi.de.
Some have told me both addresses wouldn’t work with them. I am afraid I have to tell you, that I 
cannot count that as an excuse anymore. It is highly unlikely (like in kind of impossible) that both of
my accounts don’t work. Please make sure your email-account is decluttered in order for it to 
work. That has been the problem with some of your accounts, at least.

Please work on the weekplans in the correct order. Some of the tasks built on the previous ones. 
Also I would like to check in on your findings all at once.
You will have to upload some of your results to dropbox (If you have to upload something, it will 
say so specifically in the task.). You may upload word- or pdf-documents or pictures you have taken
with your cellphones of handwritten texts if you don’t have a computer to work from. I have 
created worksheets that you can easily just copy in your exercise book if you don’t have a printer at
hand.
In order to upload, please visit: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lxl2f8i6jqqhj4q/AAA9E_oomB1Sgy4a3oTYUILta?dl=0
Please, name your file following this pattern: familyname.name.nameofthetask.pdf 

(example: mustermann.max.bookreview.pdf)

Sincerely yours

Kathrin Fuchs

mailto:fuka.igs-kathi@gmx.de
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lxl2f8i6jqqhj4q/AAA9E_oomB1Sgy4a3oTYUILta?dl=0
mailto:fuka@igs-kathi.de


Weekplan #1 

“reviewing Americanah”

20th - 24th April 2020

Writing a book review

Tasks Material Upload?

q
Read the 4-steps-instruction “How to write 
a book review”

PDF: How to write a book 
review

X

q
Read the book review on Adichie’s first 
novel Purple Hibiscus. Match steps 1-4 in 
the instruction on how to write a book 
review with the according parts of the 
text.. You can highlight the passages in the 
PDF with different colours if you can print 
it, or you can match the steps with the 
lines.

PDF: Book review Purple 
Hibiscus

X

q
Take notes for every aspect relevant to 
book reviews about Americanah (You will 
find points about reviewing films 
exclusively: leave those out)

Tipp: Here, your character 
network and your notes on the 
themes come in handy.

X

q
Write your book review about Americanah. Language support: Camden 

Town, p. 369, 370 and 372
YES



Weekplan #2

“migration and Nigeria”

27th April - 1st May

Tasks Material Upload?

q
Imagine you have a pen pal in Lagos. 
He/She is writing a paper about how 
foreign press covers migration from 
Nigeria. Mediate the article attached: Sum 
up the reasons for and against leaving 
Nigeria.

PDF: Bleiben oder gehen? voluntary

q
Imagine your pen pal considers going 
abroad and starting a new life in Europe. 
What would you advise him to do? Write 
an email to him/her laying out the pros and
cons, based on what you know already 
from the article and from the novel 
Americanah. You may add more 
arguments.

Help: Camden Town, p. 338/339
(How to write a 
discussion/comment)

Yes


